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Rezumat.   Func ionarea turboreactoarelor se bazeaz  pe transformarea energiei termice, care se ob ine prin 
arderea combustibilului, în energie cinetic  a fluidului care traverseaz  motorul i care creeaz  for a de trac iune 
care propulseaz  aeronava. Arderea stabil  i complet  reprezint  o cerin  esen ial  pentru func ionarea 
turbomotoarelor de avia ie în orice regim de lucru. Arderea combustibilului se produce în spa iul foarte redus al 
camerei de ardere, în contracurent i flux continu de aer. Analiza exergetic  a arderii combustibililor ine cont i 
de procesele ireversibile: ireversibilitatea procesului de ardere i ireversibilitatea schimbului de caldur , aspect pe 
care analiza termodinamic  îl ignor .  In literatura de specialitate, s-au g sit exemple de calcul exergetic pentru 
func ionarea unui turboreactor, dar folosindu-se ipoteze simplificatoare atât pentru combustibil cât i pentru 
condi iile de lucru. Lucrarea se dore te a fi un model în am nunt, eficient de calcul pentru analiza exergetic  i 
exergo-economic  a procesului de ardere pentru regimul de func ionare a unui motor turboreactor, in cazul de 
fa  a motorului cu reac ie al avionului MiG 21.  
Cuvinte cheie: turbo-reactor, proces de ardere, exergie, exergo-economie. 

Abstract.     The running of the turbo reactors is based on the change of the thermal energy, obtained by the 
burning of the fuel, into kinetic energy of the fuel that’s passing the engine and create the propulsion force. The 
stable and complete combustion it’s a necessary demand for the run of the aviation turbo reactors in any working 
state. The combustion of the fuel it’s done in a very small place of the combustion chamber, in upstream and 
continuous air flow. The exergetic analysis of combustion process reckons the irreversibility processes: the 
irreversibility of combustion process and the irreversibility of the heat exchange process; the thermodynamics 
analysis, which’s the most used, it doesn’t take in evidence these processes. In the science literature, there were 
found calculation examples, but with simplifying assumptions both for the fuel and for the working environment. 
This paper wants to be a detailed and efficient model of calculation for the exergetic analysis of the combustion 
process of the duty of a turbo reactor, in our case the jet engine of the MIG21  
Keywords: turbo-reactor, combustion, exergy, exergo-economics..

1. Introduction 
 
 The running of the turbo reactors is based 
on the change of the thermal energy, obtained by 
the burning of the fuel, into kinetic energy of the 
fuel that’s passing the engine and create the 
propulsion force. The stable and complete 
combustion it’s a necessary demand for the run of 
the aviation turbo reactors in any working state. 
The combustion of the fuel it’s done in a very 
small place of the combustion chamber, in 
upstream and continuous air flow.     
 In Romania there are two tips of fuel 
aviation: 

-Jet fuel T1 (eq. Jet fuel A1), obtained by 
refinement; -Jet fuel TH, obtained by hydro-fining.  

The both fuels are in the international 
standards of quality. The fuel used in our case is 
the Jet fuel T1. This kind of fuel it’s a mixture of 
hydrocarbons: 1-Penthene C4H10 (f1) from oilfinnes; 
Butane C4H10 (f2) from alkanes; Benzen C6H8 (f3) 
from aromatics; Cyclobutane C4H8 (f4) from 
cycloalkanes.  

The exergetic analysis of the combustion 
process respects the irreversible processes: the 
irreversibility of the combustion process and the 
irreversibility of the heat exchange, a fact that the 
thermodynamics analysis ignores. For a better 
financial analysis of the running of the jet engine 
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(in our case the running at the testing bench) it is 
necessary to apply the exergoeconimics analysis, 
which is recommended for the industrial 
applications. In the science literature, there were 
found calculation examples, but with simplifying 
assumptions both for the fuel and for the working 
environment.  

 
2. The Energetic Analysis of the 

Combustion Process 
 
 The mass participations for the jet T1 fuel 
hydrocarbons are: 
1-Penthene a= 2 %; Butane b=35 %; Benzen 
c=19,5 %; Cyclobutane d=45 %.   
 The lower heating value (LHV) of the four 
fuels mix is calculated by the formula: 
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 The LHV values of the Jet fuel T1’s 
components are: 
1-Penthene: 44630Qi

1fi  [kJ/kg] ;  Butane: 

45370Qi
2fi  [kJ/kg] 

Benzene: i
3fiQ =40100 [kJ/kg]; Cyclobutane: 

i
4fiQ =48529.8 [kJ/kg] 

 The LHV of the Jet fuel T1 will have the 
next value: i

ikQ =45748.66 [kJ/kg T1] 
 The determination of the theoretical 
amount of air necessary to burn 1 kg of jet T1 fuel 
and the determination of the combustion gases 
amount result from the theoretical combustion of 1 
kg of  jet T1 are calculated by the formulas (2) and 
(3): 
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The calculation of theoretical amount of air 
necessary to burn 1kg of each jet T1 fuel 
component hydrocarbon is presented in the next 
section: 
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 Replacing the values for the amount of air 
of each hydrocarbon in the equation (2), the value 
of the theoretical amount of air necessary to burn 
1kg of Jet fuel T1will be: 

]1Tkg/airm[36.11V 3
N

0
kac  

 To reduce the combustion gases 
temperature to the maximal limits enforced by the 
thermal resistance of the materials of the turbine 
body, the gas spout is “dilute” with a big excess 
quantity of air. In our case the coefficient of air 
excess has the value  = 4. 
 The amount of excess air is calculated by 
the next relation: 
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 The theoretical amount of combustion 
gases in compliance with the running requirements 
of the jet engine will be calculated by the formula: 
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where: ]Tkg/gam[V 1
3
N

0
fga  is the theoretical 

amount of combustion gases resulted from the 
burning of one kg of Jet fuel T1. 
 The theoretical amount of combustion 
gases resulted from the burning of each 1 kg of the 
Jet fuel T1’s components is calculated by the 
relation (5): 
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 The theoretical amounts of CO2 and H2O 
are calculated before and the amount of N2 will be 
calculated by the formula: 
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Replacing these values in the relation (4), the value 
of the theoretical amount of combustion gases will 
be: ]Tkg/a.gm[79.11V 1
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 The amount of excess air necessary to burn 
1 kg of jet T1 fuel is done by the relation: 
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 The enthalpy of the combustion gases 
resulted from the combustion is calculated by the 
relation (8): 
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where: 0
fgaI [kJ/ kg hydrocarbon]- the enthalpy of 

the combustion gases of each T1’s Jet fuel 
components. 
 The enthalpy of the combustion gases will 
be calculated for the measured temperature at the 
exit of combustion chambers (895 0C). 
 In the figure 1 it is the schema of the R95 
turbo-reactor and in the table 1 there are the 
running parameters for the testing duty at the stand, 
for each zone: 
 
Figure 1. The schema of the R13-300 turbo-reactor 
TR-turbo-reactor; HPC-high pressure compressor; 
LPC- low pressure compressor; HPT – high 
pressure turbine; LPT – low pressure turbine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The enthalpy of the combustion gases for 1-
Penthene is calculated by the formula: 

222222 NNOHOHCOCO
0

1fga ViViViI [kJ/kgf1]    
(9) 
where: i- the specific enthalpy of each fluid from 
the combustion gases, at 895 0C and 8,34 bars. 
 

Table 1. The picked data according to the specified 
areas of the turbo-reactor 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Press. 
[bar] 

 

1,01 0.78 2.87 8.34 8.38 4.44 2.24 2.27 2.24 
Temp. 
[0C] 

 

15 15 165 337 895 776 633 633 633 
Veloc.
m/s] 

 

37 209 210 182 200 270 127 180 547 
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 The enthalpy of the combustion gases for 
butane is calculated with the relation (9): 
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 The enthalpy of the combustion gases for 
benzene is calculated by the relation (9): 
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 The enthalpy of the combustion gases for 
cyclobutane is calculated by the relation (9): 
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 Replacing these values in equation (8) we 
will obtain:  

]/[37.22396 1
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 The enthalpy of the combustion gases at 
the adiabatic temperature is calculated by the 
relation: 
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 The specific enthalpy of the jet T1 fuel at 
the environmental temperature (15 0C) is 
calculated by the relation: 
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The enthalpy of the air necessary to burn 1 kg of 
jet T1 fuel is calculated by the relation: 

]Tkg/kJ[86.2735iI 1airair  
The enthalpy of the combustion gases at the 
adiabatic temperature will have the next value: 

]Tkg/kJ[59.49022)t(I 1adga . 
 To economize the writing space, the 
calculation of the combustion gases enthalpies for 
(5000C, 750 0C, 1000 0C) there will be not shown, 

TR  ENTRANCE                AIR                      LPC             HPC          COMBUSTION        HPT   LPT      REACTION       GAS JET           
[1]                           INLET [2]                [3]                [4]              CHAMBER [5]          [6]     [7]        NOSE [8]        OUTLET [9] 
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they are made similarly for the temperature of 895 
0C. The drawing of the I-t diagram once be done 
we can find the temperature corresponding to 
49022.59 [kJ/ kg T1]: 1690 0C. 
 

3. The Exergetic Analysis 
 
The exergetic analysis is the complex form to 
diagnose a process bringing further then the 
energetic analysis the irreversibilities of the 
burning process from the combustion chamber. 
These are: the irreversibility due to the combustion 
process and the irreversibility due to the heat 
exchange process. In figure 2 there are represented 
the exergetic flows founded in the combustion 
chamber of the R13-300 turbo-reactor: 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. The exergetic flows in the 
combustion chamber 

  
In generally, there are founded more exergetic 
flows: the physical exergetic flow of the fuel 

phE  , the exergetic flow looses by the incomplete 
physical combustion of the fuel; but in this study 
case they are equals to zero because the 
temperature of the jet T1 fuel at the entrance of the 
combustion chamber has the value of the 
environmental temperature and the burning of the 
jet T1 fuel in the combustion chamber is complete. 
 The chemical exergetic flow of the fuel jet 
T1 is calculated by the relation: 

cfcf eBE [kJ/s]                 (11) 
 In the science literature it can be found that 
the specific chemical exergy is equal to the lower 
heating value. 

i
ifcf Qe  = 45748.66 [kJ/ kg T1] 

 The fuel flow at the reading data of the R 
13-300’s running has the value B=1.77 [kg/s].  
 The chemical exergetic flow of the jet T1 
fuel will be: cfE  = 80517.64 [kJ/s]. 
 The exergetic flow of the combustion air is 
calculated by the relation: 

]s/kJ[eDE acacac                             (12) 
 In the science literature, the specific 
exergy is calculated by the formula: 
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 The specific exergy of the air at the 
entrance of the combustion chamber has the value: 

]m/kJ[44.161e 3
Nac  

 The air flow necessary to the combustion 
process for the R95’s turbo-reactor is calculated by 
the relation: 

]s/m[73.80BVD 3
N
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 Returning to the relation (12) now can 
calculate the exergetic flow of the combustion air: 

]s/kJ[05.13033Eac  
 The exergetic flow of the combustion 
gases measured at the running conditions from the 
combustion chamber is calculated by the relation: 

]s/kJ[eBE gaga                (15) 
ega [kJ/ kg T1] – the specific exergy of the 
combustion gases at the conditions from the 
combustion chamber. 
 The specific exergy of the combustion 
gases resulted from the burning of the mix fuels 
existing in the jet T1 fuel is calculated by the 
relation: 
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where: ega f – the specific exergy of combustion 
gases resulted after the burning of 1 kg of jet T1  
fuel at the conditions from the combustion 
chamber. 
 The specific exergies of the combustion 
gases after the burning of one hydrocarbon it’s 
done by the relation:  
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the condition of the combustion chamber  
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 Returning to the relation (17) they will 
result the specific exergies of the combustion gases 
after the burning of one kilogram of fuel existing 
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]fkg/kJ[5.22105e 3fga 3

]fkg/kJ[95.21619e 4fga 4
  

Replacing these values in the relation (16), the 
specific exergy of the combustion gases resulted 
from the burning of the mix fuels existing in the jet 
T1 fuel will have the value: 

]1T/kJ[04.22379ega .  The exergetic flow of the 
combustion gases measured at the running 
conditions from the combustion chamber (15) will 
have the next value: 

]s/kJ[9.39610E ga  
 The exergetic flow destruction due to the 
irreversibility of the combustion process is rising 
from the difference of the oxidation heat of the 
reactants and the combining heat of products 
reaction. The exergetic flow destruction due to the 
irreversibility of the combustion process of each 
component fuel of the T1 fuel is calculated by the 
relation: fpfrfic eee [kJ/kg]              (18) 
 For a better clearance of the operational 
calculus to determine the exergetic flow 
destruction due to the irreversibility of the 
combustion process it is recommended the 
following equation for the oxidation in air of the 
hydrocarbons. The heat values for the main 
products of the oxidation process of the 
hydrocarbons are: OfH2

Q = 550.22 [kJ/kg] ; 
2fCOQ = 

212.81 [kJ/kg]; 
2fNQ = 309.60 [kJ/kg]; 

2fOQ = 
271.31 [kJ/kg]. In the science literature the specific 
exergy of a substance is considered equal to the 
value of the low heat combustion.   
 The 1-Penthene’s oxidation: 
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 The specific exergy due to the 
irreversibility of the combustion process of the 
hydrocarbon 1-Penthene it is calculated in this way: 
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 The Butane’s oxidation: 
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 The specific exergy due to the 
irreversibility of the Butane’s combustion process: 
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The Benzene’s oxidation: 
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 The specific exergy due to the 
irreversibility of the Benzene’s combustion process: 
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 The Cyclobutane’s oxidation: 
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 The specific exergy due to the 
irreversibility of the Cyclobutane’s combustion 
process: 
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The destruction of the specific exergy of each 
hydrocarbon’s component of the T1 fuel is 
calculated by the relation: 

fi
i
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eQeee  [kJ/kg]                   (23) 
The destruction of the specific exergy of 1-
Penthene it is ]kg/kJ[18.1777e

1fic .   
The destruction of the specific exergy of Butane’s 
it is ]kg/kJ[83.1838e

2fic . 
The destruction of the specific exergy of 
Benzene’s it is ].kg/kJ[70.892e

3fic   
The destruction of the specific exergy of 
Cyclobutane’s it is ]kg/kJ[26.1424e

4fic . 
 The destruction of the specific exergy due 
to the irreversibility of the combustion process of 1 
kg T1 fuel it’s calculated by the relation: 
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]Tkg/kJ[52,1466e 1kic  
 The exergetic flow destruction due to the 
irreversibility of the combustion process it’s 
calculated by the relation:  

]/[ skJeBE kicic                 (25) 
 It is resulting that the exergetic flow 
destruction due to the irreversibility of the 
combustion process has the value: 

]s/kJ[74,2595Eic . The exergetic flow 
destruction due to the irreversibility of the heat 
exchange process is calculated using the Carnot 
efficiency: 
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]s/kJ[BQ
T
T
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ki
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]s/kJ[32207Eihe  
 The exergetic efficiency of the combustion 
process: %38.62EE100 iheicex         (27)       

The exergetic flow destructions due to the 
irreversibility of the combustion process and due to 
the irreversibility of the heat exchange have the 
following gravity (Table 2): 
 Table 2 

The exergetic flows [kJ/s] [%] 
cfE  80517.64 86.06 

acE  13033.05 13.94 
Total  93550.69 100 

gaE  39610.9 42.37  

icE  2595.74 2.77 

iheE  32207 34.85 
The table 2 is showing us something 

interesting; normally, the exergetic flow of the 
combustion gases must be sensible equal to the 
difference between the total exergy and the 
destruction flows of exergy. But it is a percentage 
difference of 20.01 %. In this case, it is clear that 
there are another exergetic flow loose and this one 
is the exergetic flow lose by the incomplete 
physical combustion 4E . Let’s see now, because 
is imperative, what’s the value of this unburned 
fuel in the combustion chamber. The exergetic 
flow value for this percentage for 20.01% is 
equivalent to 18719 [kJ/s]. If we divide this 
obtained value to the Jet T1 fuel flow (1.77 kg/s) it 
will result the heat combustion looses by the 
unburned fuel: 10575.98 [kJ/kg]. Now, to see the 
real quantity of the unburned fuel, we will divide 
the 10575.98 [kJ/kg] to the lower heating value of 
the T1 Jet fuel: 0.23; this ratio multiplied with the 
fuel flow will give the unburned fuel flow in the 
combustion chamber: 0.39 kg/s. 
 

4. The Economic Analysis 
The economic analysis is based on the exergetic 
flows of the combustion process. Each exergetic 
flow has associated exergetical costs. For the 
exergy of the fuel and for the exergetic 
irreversibilities it is assosieted the cost of the fuel. 
The formula of the exergetic rate of costs for the 
combustion process in the jet engine at the test 
bench is:  

ga
OMCI

ihe1ic1ac2cf1

EcZZ

EcEcEcEc
                  (28)                                   

c1 [euro/kJ] – the exergetic cost of the jet T1 fuel; 
c2 [euro/ kJ] - the exergetic cost of the combustion 
air; c [euro/kJ] – the exergetic cost of the 
combustion gases; CIZ [euro/s]- the nonexergetic 
rate corresponding to the investments costs; OMZ  
[euro/s]- the nonexergetic rate corresponding to the 
operation and maintenance. This equation is 
related of the expenses of the jet engine on the test 

bench to obtain a reactive jet with the quality 
property (velocity): 547 m/s (1969 km/h). 
 
Due to the confidential data, in this paper the 
exergetic cost of the combustion gases will not 
have a value, but we can observe that if we will 
reduce the exergetic flow looses by the 
irreversibility of the combustion process and the 
irreversibility of the heat exchange we can reduce 
the exergetic cost of the combustion gases. 
 

5. Conclusions 
  

The exergetic analysis has shown once again 
its capacity to discover the real facts in a process. 
The results given here suggest that the proper 
choice of thermodynamics is dependent on the type 
of machine being analysed and the intentions of 
the analyst. If the objective is to understand the 
total loss relative to the maximum work according 
to the second low of thermodynamics, then the 
exergy is a suitable tool to use. If the objective is 
to optimize for a minimum loss, the idea is to 
minimize the loss in useful work potential. 
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Figure3. The data collector of the testing stand  


